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ABSTRACT

An efficient spectrum access and medium access control (MAC) design is required to enable wireless sensor network (WSN) with cognitive Internet of Things (IoT) that enables presence of sensor network with existing wireless infrastructure. Designing spectral, energy efficient and fair spectrum access design for IoT in CR-WSN is challenging especially for heterogeneous mobile CR-WSN. Existing model induces high collision and energy overhead. As a result, they are not efficient in utilizing spectrum. To overcome the research issues, this paper proposes a hybrid spectrum access model (HSAM) for multi-channel heterogeneous mobile CR-WSN. Next it elaborates on an accurate feasible channel accessible likelihood estimation. Further, we present a game theory model for HSAM for existence of fine-grained Nash equilibrium. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of HSAM-CRWSN over existing model. The outcome shows HSAM-CRWSN attains significant performance improvement over state-of-art technique in terms of energy efficiency, throughput, successful packet transmission and packet collision. The HSAM-CRWSN improves the overall spectrum efficiency of CR-WSN.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network is self-composed of low cost and tiny sensor devices which are deployed in hazardous location where recharging of sensor devices is almost impossible. The affordable price of sensor device has triggered various applications [1-2] such as Big Data, IoT etc. These applications requires large amount of data exchange (throughput), hierarchical structure, low latency service delivery with low energy dissipation and higher spectrum availability [3]. However, the 2.4 GHz frequency channel is already crowded with various wireless application such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi and Fifth generation network is expected to come which further requires efficient spectrum access design.

Cognitive radio [4] networks can be considered for addressing spectrum access for future cognitive network based IoT technology. Cognitive IoT (COIT) systems offers enhanced intelligence for achieving efficient data sensing and analysis [5] specifically for WSN. To fully incorporate COIT in WSN, smart and improved medium access control (MAC) design supporting the presence of sensor network with existing wireless infrastructure is required. Further, cognition in spectrum access need to be addressed to fully incorporate COIT. That is, most of spectrum is utilized on and off and they would be congested on certain
sections of the spectrum. There are instances of artificial and real spectrum scarcity [6] that make it necessary for requirement of efficient use of spectrum. The architecture of cognitive radio wireless sensor network (CR-WSN) is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Architecture of Cognitive Radio Wireless Sensor Network

Spectrum inefficiency can be addressed by adopting opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) mechanism which is also referred to as dynamic spectrum access (DSA) mechanism. OSA is one of the main features of CR where wireless device can sense, learn and adapt. Though CRSN aid in improving IoT network performance and user requirements, sensor devices incur energy overhead to perform spectrum sensing and spectrum sharing [7] for achieving QoS and high throughput requirement [8-9]. These applications require distributed channel access considering unknown network information. Such design was presented for single cognitive user in [10] and for multi-user in [11]. However, considering multi-user scenario it induces collision in network. Because of interference and some user on CR-WSN are selfish. To reduce collision, priority [12], random access [13], and fair resource allocation [14] model has been presented. However, these models are limited to provide only one channel at a time to a cognitive user. As a result, if a selected channel is busy the user needs to wait another slot even if another channel is free at that instance of time. As a result, the spectrum is not utilized properly.

To overcome the research challenges in providing fair and efficient resource allocation. This paper presents Hybrid spectrum access model for distributed CR-WSN. For achieving fair resource allocation, game theory model is being adopted by various existing research [15-17]. However, these models are designed considering static secondary user, single channel, and homogenous environment and in [18] a game theory model is discussed considering multi-channel environment and mobile secondary device. However, the existence of Nash equilibrium is not explored which incurs channel switching overhead due to interference when mobility speed is increased. To address overhead due to mobility, this work presents an accurate estimation of channel accessibility likelihood using continuous-time Markov chain [19-20] and a Hybrid spectrum access model (HSAM) for multi-channel CR-WSN. Further, a game theory model for HSAM for existence of pure or fine-grained Nash equilibrium is presented.

The contribution of research is as follows:

a. This work presents a Hybrid spectrum access model (HSAM) for multi-channel heterogeneous mobile CR-WSN.

b. We discuss an efficient channel state estimation (i.e., feasible channel accessible likelihood) model for mobile CR-WSN.

c. Finally, we present a game theory model for HSAM for existence of fine-grained Nash equilibrium.

d. Reduce energy overhead of sensor device of mobile CR-WSN.
e. HSAM attain good performance in terms of throughput, successful packet transmission and collision when compared to state-of-art technique.

The paper is organized as follow: The proposed hybrid spectrum access model for CR-WSN is presented in section two. In section three the simulation outcome and analysis is presented. In the last section, the paper is concluded with future research.

2. HYBRID SPECTRUM ACCESS MODEL FOR COGNITIVE RADIO WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

This work presents a hybrid spectrum access model for cognitive radio wireless sensor network (HSAM-CRWSN). Further, we present a fine-grained Nash equilibrium existence for Random MAC for distributed mobile cognitive radio wireless sensor network. In our previous work [19-20], we obtained model to define channel availability model, i.e., the feasible channel accessible of each channel.

2.1. Feasible Channel Accessible Model

The mean fraction channel accessibility of an area at any instance of channel c represented by \( \omega_c \) is as follows:

\[
\omega_c = (1 - \delta_c) + \delta_c \alpha_{1,c} = 1 - \delta_c \alpha_{b,c}.
\] (1)

Where \( \delta_c = 4T^2/A_{li}^2 \), \( \alpha_{1,c} \) are the steady mode likelihood that primary transmitter being active on channel c and \( \alpha_{b,c} \) are the steady mode likelihood indicating that primary transmitter is inactive on channel c. More detail of channel availability can be obtained in [1]. The state \( M_{N,c} \) concludes when the sensor devices moves out of the coverage area of the primary transmitting user. Thus, \( K_{N,c} \) is an exponential distribution with respect to parameter \( \mu_{N,c} \), where,

\[
\mu_{N,c} = \mu_{b,c} + \frac{s'}{f(A_{li} - T_c)} \alpha_{b,c}
\] (2)

Here we consider an equilibrium model i.e.,

\[
\alpha_{X,c} \mu_{X,c} = \alpha_{N,c} \mu_{N,c}.
\] (3)

Where \( \alpha_{X,c} = \omega_c \), and \( \alpha_{N,c} = 1 - \omega_c \), therefore we can obtain the \( M_{X,c} \rightarrow M_{N,c} \) transition rate \( \mu_{X,c} \) as follows:

\[
\mu_{X,c} = \frac{\alpha_{c}}{1 - \omega_c} \mu_{N,c} = \frac{\delta_c \alpha_{b,c}}{1 - \delta_c \alpha_{b,c}} \left( \mu_{b,c} + \frac{s'}{f(A_{li} - T_c)} \alpha_{b,c} \right)
\] (4)

Therefore, \( K_{X,c} \sim \text{Exp} \left( \mu_{X,c} \right) \). The feasible channel accessibility \( \beta \) of channel c as the mean time period in which channel c is accessible for sensor device to communicate is computed using following:

\[
\beta_c = q_c \cdot K'_{X,c} = \frac{q_c}{\mu_{X,c}}
\] (5)

where \( q_c \in (0,1) \) is the factor of interference or the acceptance level of interference of the primary user. An important thing to be noted here is that a larger value of \( q \) would result in better spectrum opportunities. However, at the cost of more interference with primary network.

Now, let consider that the sensor devices are aware of the temporal channel utilization pattern and spatial distribution of the primary transmitters of each channel. The channel accessibility status of primary user can be obtained from network service provider. Using Eq. (4) and (5) the sensor device can obtain feasible channel accessible of each channel, i.e., \( \beta_j \in A \), based on their mobility. Before initializing communication, the sensor device performs spectrum sensing, and is assumed to be accurate in this work. Because the channel availability is independent irrespective of scenario before the spectrum sensing and follows exponential distribution which is memoryless. The feasible channel accessible is set to zero, if channel is not accessible due to presence of primary user. We consider that the data of each sensor device is
identical and they all move with constant speed and direction with in the sensor network and they all can communicate with each other. For accessing licensed spectrum, sensor device opportunistically accesses the channel with different feasible channel accessible parameters in a distributed nature. To evaluate the performance of distributed sensing, this work employs game theory. Each sensor device chooses a channel and tries to maximize its utility. Further, existence and adaptiveness of Nash equilibrium is presented considering random and slotted MAC and present a hybrid distributed spectrum access algorithm for CR-WSN.

2.2. Spectrum Admittance Model using Game Theory

The spectrum admittance problem can be modelled as a channel overloading game which is composed of set of resources/assets and actors and the cost of each actors (by choosing one assets) is proportional to the quantum of other actors choosing same resources [21]. In this work, the channel overloading game is defined as $\gamma = \{O, D, \{T_k\}_{k \in O}, \{V_k\}_{k \in O}\}$, where $O$ is the determinate set of actors (or sensor device) in a particular group or cluster which is obtained as follows:

$$O = \{1, ..., O\}$$

$O$ is associated to sensor density which is represented as $\alpha_\omega$. $D$ depicts set of accessible channels (. i.e., channel sensed are considered to be idle) which is obtained as.

$$D = \{1, ..., D\}$$

Where $\mathcal{D} \subseteq \mathcal{A}$, $T_k$ is the set of fine-grained policies related to the sensor device $k$, and $V_k$ is the utility parameter of sensor device $k$. Sensor device that take part in competition are conscious of feasible channel accessible of all channels ($\beta_j$) and the amount of sensor device in the game ($O$). The data rate of each channel is same and each sensor device is fitted with on cognitive radio, and utmost it can access only one channel at each instance, therefore, $T_k = D$ for all $k \in O$. Considering this scenario, the utility of sensor device $k$ by selecting channel $j$ is represented by $V_k^j$. An important thing to be noted here that $V_k^j$ is a parameter of both $t_{\omega}$ and $t_{\nu}$, which are the policies chosen by sensor device $k$ and all of its competitors, respectively. In this competition, the utility $V_k^j$ is described as the mean cumulated channel resources is reengaged by primary transmitting users and is obtained as.

$$V_k^j = \beta_j s(\omega_j)$$

Where $\omega_j$ is the total number of sensor devices that concurrently select channel $j$ that includes sensor device $k$. The resource assignment parameter $s(\omega_j)$ depicts the portion of channel $j$ retrieved by each of the $\omega_j$ sensor devices. For a random sensor device, $\beta_j$ is used to evaluate the mean time period in which channel $j$ is accessible. Therefore, $V_k^j = \beta_j s(\omega_j)$ depicts the mean cumulated quantum of channel asset that sensor device $k$ can get before it must terminate transmission or communication due to arrival/presence of active primary transmitting users. The channel with best $\beta_j$ is desired. Since, it can aid in reducing erratic channel switching and spectrum sensing and $s(\omega_j)$ depends on type of MAC we adopt. However, $s(\omega_j)$ should satisfy the underlying conditions.

$s(1) = 1$. A device/contender can obtain all the resources of a particular channel if it is the only contender that exist or select that channel. $s(\alpha)$ is a reducing function of $\alpha$. Describe $g(\alpha) = \alpha s(\alpha)$, $g(\alpha)$ relates to $\alpha$, thus $g'(\alpha) < 0$ and $g''(\alpha) > 0$. $\alpha s(\alpha_j) \leq 1$. Resource underutilization may occur when multiple contenders share the channel due to collision or contention.

Each sensor device tries to maximize its utilities because sensor devices are selfish and sensible. To examine this competition, we aim on the Nash Equilibrium. To begin with, we will examine the existence, condition and adaptive ratio of fine-grained Nash Equilibrium using slotted and random MAC, respectively. Further, we will define a spectrum access model for attaining fine-grained Nash Equilibrium with an ideal adaptive ratio.

2.3. Nash Equilibrium in Channel Access Competition

The Nash equilibrium states that, in the equilibrium, every contender can choose a utility-maximizing policy, given the policies of other contenders. Here we consider a policy objective for the actors $T^* = (t_1^*, t_2^*, t_3^*, ..., T_0^*)$ is an Nash equilibrium if it satisfies the following condition.

---
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\[ V_k(t_k', t_{-k}') \geq V_k(t_k, t_{-k}') \forall k \in \mathcal{O}, t_k' \in T_k \]  

(9) Depicts that no contender can rise its utility parameter by itself by altering its own policy, given the policies of other contenders. If the policy objectives \( T \) in (9) is deterministic, then it is known as a fine-grained Nash equilibrium. Therefore, this work interchangeably uses the term Nash equilibrium and fine-grained Nash equilibrium.

In a spectrum access competition \( \gamma \), if no sensor device can enhance its utility by changing to another channel alone for a given policy objective, the policy objective is considered to be a fine-grained Nash equilibrium. Therefore, policy objectives of all sensor device that select each channel is obtained as follows:

\[ T = (t_1, t_2, t_3, ..., t_D) \]  

(10) Similarly, the congestion/channel overloading vector, which describes the number of sensor device that select each channel, with respect to the policy objective \( T \) is obtained as follows:

\[ o(T) = (o_1, o_2, o_3, ..., o_D) \]  

(11) Therefore, the spectrum access completion \( \gamma \) has fine-grained Nash equilibriums if it satisfies the following condition for each actor \( k \in \mathcal{O} \).

\[ \beta_{tk}(o_{tk}) \geq \beta_{ak}(o_a + 1), \forall a \in \mathcal{D} \neq t_k \]  

(12) Normally it is seen that there exist multiple policy objectives with respect to channel overloading vector \( o^* \) is fine-grained Nash equilibrium, as a result all policy objectives with respect to \( o^* \) are fine-grained Nash equilibriums based on (12). Let us consider a set of fine-grained Nash equilibriums \( \mathbb{N}(o) \) with respect to channel overloading vector \( o \). The Nash equilibriums in \( \mathbb{N}(o) \) may obtain varied utilities for each actor. However, they attain the same cumulated utilities, which can be described as summation of the utilities of all sensor device which is obtained as follows:

\[ V_{cum,o} = \sum_{j=1}^{p} \gamma_j o_j^{\gamma}(o_j) = \sum_{j=1}^{p} \gamma_j o_j^{(o)} \]  

(13) where \( o = (o_1, o_2, o_3, ..., o_D) \). In next section, we evaluate spectrum access completion of Nash equilibrium and present adaptive random MAC design for CR-WSN.

### 2.4. Adaptive Spectrum or Channel Access Design for CR-WSN

The ideal method of sharing the resources among multiple contenders is to make each contender to access the channel ideally in probable manner, which is considered as an Adaptive random MAC [22-23]. Each user initializes its back-off time, arbitrarily selected from a static window. If one sensor device establishes that its back-offs expires and channel is idle, it can occupy the channel of entire time slot, while another sensor device must be quiet. In random MAC, the resource assignment strategy \( s(o) = 1/o \). Therefore, the utility function can be represented as follows:

\[ V_j^{\text{rmd}} = \frac{\beta_j}{o_j} \]  

(14) where \( \gamma_{\text{rmd}}(o) = 1 \). Fine-grained Nash equilibrium for random MAC can be obtained considering following condition. Let consider a spectrum access completion \( \gamma \) for random MAC, if a channel overload vector \( o = (o_1, o_2, o_3, ..., o_D) \) attains Nash equilibrium set \( (o) \), the corresponding state must be satisfied.

\[ o_j = \left[ \frac{\beta_j o_j - \sum_{a \neq j} \beta_a o_a}{\sum_{a \neq j} \beta_a} \right] + X_o \quad j = 1, 2, 3, ..., D \]

where \( X_o \in \{0, 1, 2, 3, ..., \beta_j \lceil D \rceil - [\beta_j \lceil D \rceil - 1]/\sum_{a \neq j} \beta_a] - [\beta_j \lceil D \rceil - \sum_{a \neq j} \beta_a]/\sum_{a \neq j} \beta_a - 1 \}. \]

In general, a Nash equilibrium does not attain global optimal solution due to egoistic behavior contender. The adaptiveness performance of a Nash equilibrium is examined to compute the resource utilization, which is here referred as the total utility of all contenders considering Nash equilibrium. And
considering (13), in the spectrum access competition, the adaptiveness performance of a fine-grained Nash equilibrium is represented as follows:

$$A_T = \sum_{k=1}^{T} v_j^k = \sum_{k=1}^{T} \beta_j s(o_k) = \sum_{j=1}^{\beta_j} \beta_j s(o_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $T$ is a solution profile that is a fine-grained Nash equilibrium. Similarly, the social optimal solution is described as a peak cumulated utility of all contenders among all probable policy profiles. The social optimality of certain competition is fixed [22-23] i.e., the social optimal solution in $\gamma$ is obtained as follows:

$$\phi_\gamma = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\sum_{j=1}^{\beta_j} \beta_j, & \text{if } O \leq D \\
\sum_{j=1}^{\beta_j} \beta_j + \sum_{j=1}^{D-1} \beta_j, & \text{if } O > D
\end{array} \right.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $\beta_j$ is ordered in such way that $\beta_1 \geq \beta_2 \geq \beta_3 \geq \cdots \geq \beta_D$. Therefore, to compute the adaptiveness performance of Nash equilibrium, we describe the adaptiveness ratio of a Nash equilibrium as the ratio among the adaptiveness performance and social optimal solution as follows:

$$\text{ARR}_\gamma = \frac{A_T}{\phi_\gamma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Different Nash equilibrium set may attain different adaptive ratios. The adaptiveness ratio of fine-grained Nash equilibrium using random MAC is discussed. In Random MAC, $g(o) = 1$. Among multiple Nash equilibrium sets with different channel overhead vectors, we can conclude that firstly, A fine-grained Nash equilibrium in which each channel is selected by at most one sensor device has $\text{ARR}$ For any two different Nash equilibrium sets (NashEqlb – sets) in which not all channels are selected, if:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\beta_j} \beta_j [j] > \sum_{j=1}^{\beta_j} \beta_j [j]^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Where $[j]$ is depicts whether channel $j$ is selected in NashEqlb – sets $k$, then $\text{ARR}_1 \geq \text{ARR}_2$. It is clear that when employing random MAC, the adaptiveness performance equals the summation of the feasible channel accessibility of entire channels that are chosen, that is, $A_T = \sum_{j=1}^{\beta_j} \beta_j [j]$ . When entire channels are selected, all resource is utilized fully, and therefore, $\text{ARR} = 1$. Else, the higher adaptive performance attains a superior $\text{ARR}$, because the social optimal solution are static for a particular competition.

2.5. Hybrid Spectrum Access Model

To address the issue and attain a fine-grained Nash equilibrium with good adaptive ratio performance in a distributed nature, we present a hybrid spectrum access design which is distributed in nature as shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Hybrid spectrum access model
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Obtain accessible channel $\mathcal{D}$ by sensing
Step 3: Update and set (inform) the channel accessibility $[\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, ..., \beta_D]$ decreasingly using (4) and (5) considering that the present instance is $u_r$.
Step 4: Each sensor device that request for communication opportunity selects an arbitrary back-off time $u_f$ from $(0, u_{\infty})$ and initialize the back-off.
Step 5: While present instance $\leq u_r + u_f$ do
Step 6: If back-off timer of sensor device $j$ finishes then
Step 7: If random MAC then
Step 8: Choose the best response with a free channel, considering the solution that it obtains. If entire channel has been selected, then chose any best response.
Step 9: End if
Step 10: If slotted MAC then
Step 11: Choose the channel with higher adaptive performance.
Step 12: End if
Step 13: Broadcast the channel sequence ID that selects.
Step 14: End if
Step 15: End while
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Step 16: Each sensor device selects ideal channel and start communication using a particular MAC.
Step 17: End.

Each sensor device will arbitrarily choose a back-off time and initialize the back-off. When the back-off instance ends, the sensor device selects a channel to communicate based on best response to the policies of sensor device that have previously selected the channel. Then, the sensor device broadcast its choice for other sensor devices to describe their policies. Since the back-off time selection is arbitrary, therefore the proposed design is fair for each sensor device and attain good overall networks performance compared with state-of-art techniques which is experimentally proved in next section below.

3. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS

This section presents performance evaluation of HSAM-CRWSN over exiting model [15, 24] in terms of throughput, successful packet transmission, and collision. The experiments are conducted on windows 10 enterprise edition, Intel Pentium I-7 class processor, 16 GB RAM with 4 GB dedicated CUDA graphic card. The HSAM-CRWSN and exiting model is implemented using Dot Net framework 4.5 and C# programming language. Performance of HSAM-CRWSN and exiting model is evaluated considering varied network density and mobility using following simulation parameter presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Simulation Parameter Considered</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Size</td>
<td>50m x 50m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sensor device</td>
<td>20, 40 &amp; 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy of sensor device</td>
<td>1.0 joules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation scheme</td>
<td>QAM-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility of devices</td>
<td>4, 6, 8 cycles per frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding rate</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>27 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Frequency Channels</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time slots</td>
<td>8 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message information size</td>
<td>27 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC used</td>
<td>Hybrid MAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Throughput Performance Considering Varied Network Density

Here experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of throughput achieved per channel considering varied sensor device. The sensor nodes are varied from 20, 40 and 80 and simulation is conducted and result are plotted as shown in Figure 2. Each sensor device moves at identical and fixed speed and direction. Lastly, this work assumes that each sensor nodes can communicate with each other. Experiment outcome shows HSAM-CRWSN improves throughput performance by 14.96%, 18.49%, and 22.22% over existing model considering 20, 40, and 80 sensor devices, respectively. An average improvement of 18.55% is achieved by HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of throughput achieved per channel considering varied sensor device. The overall result shows that HSAM-CRWSN performs significantly better than exiting model considering varied sensor devices which shows adaptiveness of HSAM-CRWSN.

![Figure 2. Throughput performance considering varied sensor device](image-url)
3.2. Successful Packet Transmission Performance Considering Varied Network Density

Here experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of successful packet transmission considering varied sensor device. The sensor nodes are varied from 20, 40 and 80 and simulation is conducted and result are plotted as shown in Figure 3. Each sensor device moves at identical and fixed speed and direction. Lastly, this work assumes that each sensor nodes can communicate with each other. Experiment outcome shows HSAM-CRWSN improves successful packet transmission performance by 21.05%, 31.76%, and 25.21% over existing model considering 20, 40, and 80 sensor devices, respectively. An average improvement of 26.01% is achieved by HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of successful packet transmission considering varied sensor device. The overall result shows HSAM-CRWSN performs significantly better than existing model considering varied sensor device which shows adaptiveness of HSAM-CRWSN.

![Successful packet transmission performance considering varied sensor device](image)

Figure 3. Successful packet transmission performance considering varied sensor device

3.3. Packet Collision Performance Considering Varied Network Density

Here experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of packet collision considering varied sensor device. The sensor nodes are varied from 20, 40 and 80 and simulation is conducted and result are plotted as shown in Figure 4. Each sensor device moves at identical and fixed speed and direction. Lastly, this work assumes that each sensor nodes can communicate with each other. Experiment outcome shows HSAM-CRWSN reduces packet collision by 34.78%, 34.78%, and 18.63% over existing model considering 20, 40, and 80 sensor devices, respectively. An average reduction of 29.39% is achieved by HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of packet collision considering varied sensor device. The overall result shows HSAM-CRWSN performs significantly better than existing model considering varied sensor device which shows adaptiveness of HSAM-CRWSN.

![Collision performance considering varied sensor device](image)

Figure 4. Packet collision performance considering varied sensor devices
3.4. Performance Evaluation Considering Varied Mobility Speed of Sensor Device

Here experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of throughput and packet collision considering varied sensor mobility speed. The network density size is fixed 60 sensor devices. The sensor nodes speed is varied from are varied from 4 (maximum speed), 6, and 8 (minimum speed) cycle per frame and simulation is conducted and result are plotted for throughput and packet collision as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Experiment outcome shows HSAM-CRWSN reduces packet collision by 35.15%, 50.0%, and 60.34% and improves throughput by 30.72%, 30.15%, and 20.78% over existing model considering 4, 6, and 8 cycles per frame, respectively. An average reduction of 48.5% is achieved by HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of packet collision considering varied mobility speed. An average improvement of 27.22% is achieved by HSAM-CRWSN over existing model in terms of throughput considering varied mobility speed. The overall result shows HSAM-CRWSN performs significantly better than exiting model considering varied mobility speed of sensor device which shows adaptiveness of HSAM-CRWSN.

![Figure 5. Throughput performance considering varied sensor devices](image1)

![Figure 6. Packet collision performance considering varied sensor devices](image2)

3.5. Result and Discussion

The overall result attained shows the HSAM-CRWSN significant performance improvement over state of art technique [15, 24] in terms of throughput, successful packet transmission and collision. Further, this work evaluates energy efficiency of HSAM-CRWSN. The parameter and energy consumption model used to evaluate energy efficiency of HSAM-CRWSN is obtained from [7] and the energy efficiency $\mathbb{E}$ of secondary user is computed as follows [18, 25].

$$\mathbb{E} = \frac{\mathcal{T}}{\mathcal{S}}$$  

(20)

where $\mathcal{T}$ is the amount of effective packet transmitted and $\mathcal{S}$ is the expected energy consumed. Here we compare HSAM-CRWSN with [18] only. Since, as per our knowledge it is only joint spectrum access model for multi-channel CR-WSN. Experiment outcome shows HSAM-CRWSN attains an average energy efficiency of 21.34%, 26.01%, and 31.04% over Two-Layer Game [18] considering varied sensor device, sensor mobility speed, and frequency channel. The outcome attained is due to accurate channel available...
likelihood estimation model and existence of fine-grained Nash equilibrium for hybrid spectrum access model that reduces interference among users and the same time allocate resource fairly to user. Thus, reducing collision, increasing packet transmission and aid in achieving higher throughput. As a result, utilize spectrum efficiently.

4. CONCLUSION

In CR network, the spectrum is generally not occupied by primary licensed users all the time. Therefore, utilizing this unoccupied spectrum plays a critical role in providing efficient resources to end clients. For providing efficient services the sensor (IoT) device can exploit these unused slots for data transmission. However, designing spectral, energy efficient and fair spectrum access design for IoT in CR-WSN is challenging especially for heterogeneous mobile CR-WSN. To meet the research challenges, at first a hybrid spectrum access model for multi-channel heterogeneous mobile CR-WSN is presented. For addressing collision due to interference this paper proposes an accurate channel accessible likelihood estimation using continuous-time Markov chain model. Finally, a game theory model for HSAM for existence of fine-grained Nash equilibrium is presented. Experiment is conducted to evaluate the performance of proposed HSAM-CRWSN over state-of-art technique in terms of energy efficiency, throughput, successful packet transmission and collision considering varied network density, Mobility speed and frequency channels. The outcome shows significant performance improvement. An average throughput performance improvement of 18.55% and 27.22% is achieved by proposed HSAM-CRWSN over existing model considering varied network density and speed. An average successful packet transmission performance improvement of 26.01% is achieved by proposed HSAM-CRWSN over existing model considering varied network density. An average collision reduction of 28.39% and 48.5% is achieved by proposed HSAM-CRWSN over existing model considering varied network density and speed. An average energy efficiency performance improvement of 21.34%, 26.01%, and 31.04% is achieved by proposed HSAM-CRWSN over existing over Two-Layer Game model considering varied network density and speed, and frequency channel. The overall result shows HSAM-CRWSN attains significant performance improvement over state-of-art technique in terms of energy efficiency, throughput, successful packet transmission and packet collision. HSAM-CRWSN brings a good tradeoff between energy efficiency and performance requirement of future real-time applications of CR-WSN. The HSAM-CRWSN improves the overall spectrum efficiency of CR-WSN. The future work would consider performance evaluation considering varied network parameter and also evaluating access fairness performance of HSAM-CRWSN. Further, consider optimizing HSAM for attaining better performance.
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